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Foreword
hese pages are to give you some background on the lore
of Bothwell School of Witchcraft: general information about
the universe Bothwell is set in that you might want to
know. Bothwell School of Witchcraft shares its universe with the
College of Wizardry, some of the information contained within this
document orginates from their lore and some of it is different.
It’s important to remember that it is all background information.

T

Background Lore
n the following pages you’ll get a few snippets of information
about the “outside world”, the magical world outside of Bothwell School of Witchcraft. It is important to note that for
most people at Bothwell, the only important thing is what happens at
Bothwell. Therefore, while you are welcome to use some of this information to deepen your character, do keep in mind that it is not the
primary focus of the experience. It’s very important to remember this is
not necessarily about these snippets of lore. First and foremost, it’s an
experience about a school. The small stuff - asking someone out for a
date, doing well (or bad) at a test, and the camaraderie inherent in being
a member of a House is what the experience is about. The game is not
about chasing Arborists, and you will not be playing evil geniuses trying
to take over the world or protagonists in a high fantasy novel - you’re
primarily students at a magical college who are learning how to do magic.
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The Gift and Duds

That Little Something

here is something that set Witches apart from Mundanes, something that makes them able to practice magic, something that
most human beings lack. It is present in about one in every ten
thousand individuals in Europe, 0.01% of the population. What exactly it
is, however, is one of the most controversial questions in the Old World,
and has been the catalyst for many systems of oppression and the revolutions that followed. Today this intangible quality is usually known in
progressive and academical circles as “the Gift”, although in the past it
was known as Hexblood - and even today more conservative circles in
the European Confluxes prefer to use the latter term. This is because
there is a long-held belief in the power of ancestry among Witches.
Not surprising - after all, a child is much more likely to develop magical
abilities with magical parents.

T

Found High and Low

hile it is true that there is a higher chance of the Gift manifesting in children born to two Witches, no broadly accepted
study has shown a correlation between amount of Witch ancestors and magical potential. Plenty of powerful and prominent Witches
have been born to Mundane or mixed parentage, and plenty of scions
of old magical dynasties have been disappointing at best when it comes
to actual ability.

W
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The Gift is found everywhere, and in every social group. It seems to all
but ignore ethnicity, nationality, gender, sexuality, and wealth of family.
A couple with no history of magic in the family can give birth to a
child with the Gift, and when this happens (as it often does) there
seems to be no one single thing that provokes it. This has frustrated
those who have an interest in seeing more new blood in the Confluxes
just as much as it has confounded those who continually seek proof
for their theories that it’s all in the blood.

What is a Dud?

nd yet, the myth that “that special something” is a matter of
blood has yet to die out. Even the phenomena known as Duds
does little to change this perception, though it’s certainly a
matter most blood-theorists would prefer to avoid considering at all, as
it pokes a lot of holes in their assumptions.

A

What are Duds? Duds are children born to Witch parents who display
no sign of magic, and seem to be born entirely without the Gift - or
Hexblood, whichever one prefers. Most Witches display the first signs
of magic around the start of their Mundane puberty - although it is
known to occur infrequently as early as age 6 or as late as age 20.
Duds, meanwhile, simply never display ability in magic, and are for all intents and purposes as Mundane as any other Mundane, being set apart
only due to the circumstances of their birth.		
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Duds and the Confluxes
uds occupy a strange place in most Confluxes. After all, Confluxes are created primarily to house those with magical powers,
and as a result Duds can usually feel left out or alienated in
the magical world. Many Duds go on to live or at least work in the
Mundane world, since much of the work available to their peers are
entirely impossible for them to perform - as it usually requires at least
some magical abilities.

D

Among the more purity-obsessed families, having a Dud show up in the
family tree is usually grounds for huge concern. Some whisper disturbing rumours about what the most out-there families do to Duds who
show up in their families, and quite a few note that Duds tend to
mysteriously “grow sick” and disappear in those households once it’s clear
they’re not going to develop magical potential. Still, most examples of
Duds being “re-introduced” to the Mundane world are somewhat more
voluntary, and the rumours that are whispered of darker deeds are just
that - rumours.
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Hexborn and Mundaneborn

An Issue of Blood?

Hexborn is someone from a so-called “magical family” - someone
who was born to two Witches. This is opposed to a Mundaneborn, who was born to two Mundanes but displayed magical talent anyhow, and a “Mixborn”, who was born to one Mundane
parent and one Witch parent. It is important to note that “Hexborn”
is distinct from “Hexblood” - everyone who can use magic is said to
have Hexblood, even by the supremacists. Hexborn are born to Witch
families.

A

Why does this matter? Well, many of the more powerful and influential families in the European Confluxes are Hexborn. They’ve had a long
time to accumulate power and influence, and many Confluxes are more
or less controlled by extended Hexborn dynasties. There has been an
implicit bias against Mundaneborn students for a very long time - some
are known to hold the opinion that Mundaneborn students are somehow less proficient in magic or less “a real Witch” than others.

An Issue of Class?

f course, even with the Hexborn/Mundaneborn divide, things
are not quite so simple and straightforward. The Hexborn (or
at least those who care) further divide themselves into more
or less “pure” families - depending entirely on how long their lines have
been “free from the taint of Mundanity”. There is a major divide between the so-called “old-blood” and “new-blood” Hexborn families. A
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family is considered “old-blood” by other such families if it has been
a functioning Hexborn since before the year of 1801, the year that a
change was made to the Codified Traditions which severely hampered
the power of the Hexborn dynasties.
New-bloods, on the other hand, are considered little better (but still
better) than Mundane- and Mixborns. There are many such “new-blood”
Hexborn families, since one is technically a Hexborn once both the parents are Witches - even if both of those parents happen to be Mundaneborns themselves.

The Sans-Noms

hile the issue of blood purity is still quite contentious and spurs
spirited debate and attempts at reform, it is far from as explosive a subject as it once were. During the time of the Mundane French Revolution and other such liberal revolutions in Europe, a
mirror of such revolutionary forces also blossomed in magical society. In
France - and consequently much of the rest of the world - these revolutionaries styled themselves the “Sans-Noms”, those without names, as
a sort of analogue to the Sans-Culottin of Mundane fame. They fought
against the domination of the old-blood Hexborn, culminating finally in
the establishment of the Peace of Phalsbourg, which resulted in the
1801 change to the Codified Traditions which prompted, among other
things, the Guardian Order to start accepting Mundaneborn members.

W
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The Arborist Movement
f course, it is not everyone who merely accepted these new
constraints on old-blood Hexborn power - some grew yet more
embittered and insular at their loss of privilege. The Arborist
Movement sprang from the most hateful and extreme sections of the
beaten old-blood demographic. This is a truly reactionary movement
which is known to target, harass, and even sometimes (mostly in the
past) kill progressive Witches and their allies. They believe that those
who study the nature of magical ability and refute the idea of it being
a property of the blood are in on some grand conspiracy to undermine
the purity of Witchard existence - that they’re inviting degeneracy into
the European Confluxes.

O

While Arborism is more uncommon in the modern days, their symbol,
the bloodied sickle, is considered a symbol of hate in most Confluxes.
Even some of the staunchest Hexists (Hexborns who have a dislike of
Mundaneborns and sometimes Mixborns) tend to distance themselves
from these particular extremists. At least in public.

10

Governance & Law in the
Magical World

11

The European Confluxes

Confluxes

he majority of Europe is governed by what is collectively known
as the European Confluxes. Each conflux has its own system
of governance. Be it a principality, a monarchy or democracy in
various wierd and wonderful forms. Confluxes vary wildly in geographical
size, witch population and law. Outside of “The Traditions” Confluxes
all have their own laws and systems of governance. Some confluxes may
be as small as a farmstead community or city states, right up to entire
(mundane) countries. Most, however are comparable in size to counties in the mundane world. The geo-policatical sphere in the magical
community has moved at a different rate and in different circles from
the mundane world. As such, some Confluxes are older than recorded
history and others are relatively new.

T

Confluxes in Britain

ost of, what are now, Confluxes in Britian took shape before
the Arthurian legends and the spread of Christianity. Up until
that point many witches lived in the open in Britian as Druids.
The subsequent branding of witches, and indeed paganism, as heresey,
resulted in driving the magical world underground. Therefore many confluxes in Britain were formed during this time period and as a result
follow the county, city and town boundaries that existed at the time,
particularily during the reign of the mundane King Alfred and the unification of England. Indeed, the Conflux of Wessex still exists to this
day. The same can be said for Scotland, Wales and Ireland who all have
their own unique history.

M
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The Traditions

Formal Laws of Informal Origins

he European Confluxes is a varied place, with an untold number
of small societies that each functions as a microcosm. Even so,
there is a “law” of sorts that they all follow - all upheld by the
so-called Guardian Order of Europe, tasked with (among other things)
maintaining the secrecy of the Confluxes, and their separation from the
world that Mundanes inhabit. This “law” is known as the Traditions, and
it is the solemn duty of each sworn Guardian to enforce the Traditions
with every tool at their disposal.

T

Of course, though, it’s not quite so simple. Nothing is ever quite so
simple.
The Traditions have their origin in countless local customs that have
been followed by Witches for untold millennia, but it is not all of them
that are enforced by the Guardian Order - that would be ludicrous. Instead, “the Traditions” of the Guardian Order is more properly referred
to as “the Codified Traditions”. What exactly makes it on the Guardian
list of things to enforce is a very political matter - indeed, the Treaty of Avalon (which is the piece of legislature that lists the Codified
Traditions) has been modified a few times since it was first signed in
1490 - the last time in 1894. Political pressure is always mounting to
redefine what is important enough to be considered the purview of
the Guardian Order, because once it is the purview of the Order it is
almost universal law in the Old World.
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The Short Version
he full text of the Treaty of Avalon is long and complicated,
and mired in over five hundred years of legalese. Instead of
that, here’s a very short list of the Codified Traditions in an
easily digestible and understandable format. These are the laws by which
all Witches in the European Confluxes must abide - or else find themselves be punished by the Guardian Order of Europe.

T

• The Tradition of Word, you shall not speak of magic to the Mundane.
• The Tradition of Action, you shall not practice magic with the knowledge of the Mundane.
• The Tradition of the Bound, you shall not practice the arts of Demonology, Necromancy, or Chronomancy.
• The Tradition of the Domain, you shall not seek to usurp the legitimate government of a Conflux.
• The Tradition of the Lock, you shall have your magic sealed away if
you break these Traditions.
• The Tradition of the Key, you shall be entitled to practice magic no
matter your family.
• The Tradition of Gold, you shall not influence the Mundane economy
with your magic.
• The Tradition of Iron, you shall not seek to deceive others into believing that you are a Guardian
• The Tradition of the Whisper, you shall allow none to break the Traditions knowingly, lest you be punished.
• The Tradition of the Barrens, you shall submit to the Guardian Order
itself if caught outside of any Conflux.
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It is worth noting that only the first five Traditions (Word, Action, the
Bound, the Domain, the Lock) were originally codified in the Treaty of
Avalon in 1490. The next two Traditions (the Key, Gold) were introduced by the Sans-Noms Revolutionaries following their victory which
resulted in the signing of the Peace of Phalsbourg in 1801. The last three
Traditions (Iron, the Whisper, the Barrens) were only introduced in 1894
with the signing of the Treaty of the Iron Key.
As the Tradition of the Barrens imply, most breaches of the Traditions
are settled by local Conflux authorities - almost all legitimate Conflux
authorities have at least one sworn Guardian somewhere in their government. The severity of local law depends entirely on the temperament of the Conflux in question - some local courts are surprisingly
soft on violators, while others are draconian beyond belief. What is true
of most of them is that they do not want members of the Guardian
Order with no relation to the community telling them what to do foreign Guardians are rarely welcome in a Conflux.
At the signing of the Peace of Phalsbourg, the idea of “ensorcelled”
Mundanes was discussed - children, spouses, parents and other such individuals who would be allowed to be exempt from the first Tradition,
or perhaps even the first two. This did not make it into the signing
of the Peace of Phalsbourg, but is nonetheless considered a quasi-law
by many of the more free-minded Confluxes, where such individuals are
consequently allowed a peek into the magical world. There are other
examples of such “half-enforcement” of Traditions - for example, with
special Guardian oversight, careful study into Demonology, Necromancy,
and Chronomancy is indeed permitted within certain perimeters.
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The Bound Arts

Magic Banned by the Traditions

he Bound Arts refer to the areas of magic study banned by the
Tradition of the Bound - the third Tradition in the Treaty of
Avalon and one of the earliest. These subjects were all banned
due to the great danger they posed to the fabric of the European
Confluxes - although some magical historians also read a more cynical
and realpolitikal reasoning into the decision. It is worth noting that at
the time of the introduction of the Treaty of Avalon, certain prominent but internally unpopular old-blood Hexborn families had much of
their influence in some of these arts. In spite of the political dimensions
that might have been behind the decision, it is probably best that they
did end up being banned from common use by the Treaty of Avalon.

T

Still, as one Otilia von Drachenberg was famously known to have said
during the original talks: “If you are concerned about potential abuse of
power, why are you binding our Chronomancy while leaving the Mind
Magic of our rivals unbound?” Without a doubt this had quite a bit
to do with the political prowess of the families primarily practicing
Mind Magic - certainly, Mind Magic is about as dangerous and prone
to abuse as some of these fields. As a result, Mind Magic or its use is
still regularly banned in many Confluxes - but political will to ban it in
the Traditions themselves has not galvanized.
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Daemonology
aemonology is a rather potent and horrifying sub-field of Invocation. Where Invocation deals mainly with relatively benign
and often helpful spirits, Demonology plunges the depths of
the most infernal otherworlds for powerful and malign beings and their
undying service. While some of the basic concepts taught in the summoning regimen of Invocation can indeed be used for the purposes of
Demonology, the exact secrets of how to perform a demon summoning
remain vague to most. This uncertainty does little to deter ambitious
rogue Witches from attempting to deal with the Archdukes of Hell.

D

Necromancy

nother extremely dangerous sub-field of Invocation, Necromancy
is the manipulation of death itself. Archetypically it involves the
raising of undead legions, though some self-proclaimed Necromancers have been known to call this an exceedingly simplistic use of
an exceedingly complicated and intricate art - almost like hammering in
a nail with the blunt side of an arc welder. Those who are learned in
the ways of Necromancy can suspend a sort of half-death for many
hundreds of years, and can trap spirits and souls to do their bidding.
These concepts tend to freak out most non-Necromancers.

A

Chronomancy

hronomancy, a sub-field of Arithmancy, is also known by the
more descriptive moniker of Time Magic. While this art is considered by some to be the “least evil” of the Bound Arts, others know just how disruptive and dangerous manipulation of time can
truly be. Rogue Chronomancers are few and far between, because the

C
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sort of Witches who get a kick out of the power trip that the Bound
Arts tend to generate also tend to lack the patience for the intricacies of intricate time-manipulation – at least that is the current most
popular reasoning behind the lack of such criminals in any great number.

Permitted Study of the Bound Arts

f course, legal study of the Bound Arts do still occur - under
the heavy supervision of the Guardian Order. After all, while
purity of action might be commendable in some cases, it is
next to impossible to fight a rogue practitioner of Demonology without
knowing enough to perform an exorcism – and it is equally impossible
to untangle time manipulations without knowing at least the basics behind Chronomancy. As such, the Guardian Order is more or less forced
to allow at least some exploration of these concepts - even if they
prefer to keep these forays on a very short leash.

O

Bothwell School of Witchcraft is an unusual example of an institution
permitted to study Daemonology. This is largely due to the early work
done by the school’s founder, Sir Francis Stuart, and was continued as
a staple subject at Bothwell. However, its study is still contentious and
the Guardian Order and other lobbyists regularly use examples of mishaps to try and ban the subject at the school.
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Guardians

Guardians and Conflux Bureaucracy

ll proper Guardians have been sworn in by the Guardian Order,
and as such they wield an enchanted key and often a badge
that signifies their status. Most Guardians go on to become
Conflux Guardians - stationed in a Conflux and tasked with the upholding of its laws and especially the Codified Traditions within its borders. It is worth noting that there is a distinction here - each Conflux
has its own law in addition to the Traditions. The Traditions do not
explicitly forbid killing, for example.

A

Some Guardians are more the roaming sort, dispensing justice inter-Conflux and with no permanent base of operations. As a rule, most Confluxes tend to severely dislike this sort of Guardian - as it threatens
their autonomy. More than a few Confluxes have exceedingly complicated bureaucracies just to stop these sorts of Guardians from exercising
the authority that has been bestowed upon them by the Guardian Order. After all - it is ultimately the Conflux that is the highest authority
within its own borders, and some fancy would-be-adventurer has no
place telling honest Witches what to do.
As a result, Guardians have a sort of weird double-image in the European Confluxes. On one hand they are trusted to uphold public law
and are considered local heroes - on the other, they are the incarnation of the creeping centralization attempted by the big bad Guardian
Order who clearly wants a federalised European Confluxes, undoing all
of the local autonomy in favour of a strictly enforced centralized state
apparatus.
19

Regulators and Iron Letters
he Regulators do little to help dispel this notion. They are a
new addition to the Guardian Order, having been introduced
only in 1894 with the signing of the Treaty of the Iron Key
in response to the Third Sans-Noms Insurrection. It is the job of the
Regulators to make sure that the Guardian Order does not crumble
internally, and that internal coups are foiled so that it can focus on
upholding the Traditions.

T

It is also the job of the Regulators to deal with the big-picture of
the European Confluxes, and to hunt down violators of the Codified
Traditions who have a penchant for Conflux-jumping and exploiting the
loopholes that the European Confluxes are chock-full of. To help them
in this task, the Treaty of the Iron Key also legitimised the use of the
so-called Iron Letters - a tool that the Confluxes absolutely loathe.
The Iron Letters are nondescript, small pieces of paper, stamped with a
magical wax seal by a Regulator. These are a manner of “arrest warrants”
that waives all local protection for a particular violator of the Codified
Traditions. In essence, while usually Conflux law applies and criminals are
punished by the local courts - an Iron Letter cuts through local Conflux law and places the judge and jury function squarely in the hands
of the Guardian Order. Needless to say, the Confluxes kick up a huge
fuss whenever they’re used, so they are done so sparingly.
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Regulators and Mundaneborn Guardians
t was not always that Mundaneborns could be Guardians. In
truth, though it is a matter that the Guardian Order is shameful of, the Order started more as a collection of small local
militias that answered to the highest bidder among the old-blood Hexborn than any sort of noble association. That was many hundred years
ago now, however, and the Guardian Order is a different beast entirely
these days.

I

Still, it was only with the signing of the Peace of Phalsbourg in 1801 that
Mundaneborns were explicitly allowed to join the Order. The Regulators
were created in response to the Third Sans-Noms Insurrection - which
happened after the Peace of Phalsbourg. It was observed that some of
the Mundaneborn Guardians joined with the revolutionaries against the
Order, and the Regulators were created to oppose such a drift. It is no
wonder that all Regulators come from old-blood Hexborn families - even
if it is something that is not politically correct to mention. After all,
there is no official rule that makes it so, the Regulators merely select
their own replacements, and tend to go for family.
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Militarised

Guardians In Britain

he Guardians throughout the majority of the British Isles are
a relatively modern outfit as far as things go in the European
Confluxes. They are a militarised organisation covering multiple
confluxes, with a strict rank structure, command structure, and its own
code of ethics and doctrine that goes beyond that already instilled by
the Guardian Order (and some that are in conflict with it). This militarisation is a direct result of fighting during the many Viking invasions
of Britian, who brought with them their own ‘skalds’. These battles of
Druids vs Skalds raged throughout the 9th, and 10th centuries, in parallel
with the mundane wars, often taking place within them as Druids and
Skalds were attached to mundane fighting units.

T

Eventually the skalds became integrated with the North Eastern communities but the origins of a military structure were taken forward and
evolved throughout later conflicts into what it is today. As a result the
organisation of British Guardians, covering many Confluxes, can gather
a formidable force of Witches much larger than any one Conflux. This
sizeable force keeps the British Confluxes safe, however, it has also been
used agressively in certain periods of history, such as during the 14th
century when Guardians followed the mundane armies to France to
invade the confluxes that make up the northern coast.
Since the Tradition of the Domain, much of the border politics and
warring faded, but that doesn’t mean the British Confluxes as a collective doesn’t use this organised force to impose their will with the rest
22

of Europe (although after centuries many see also this as simply blowing
hot air). It’s also worth noting here, that while in the mundane world
a unified Britian did not emerge until the 18th century, the magical
communities were much quicker to adopt the idea with foriegn magic
threatening their shores. The communities in England, Wales, Scotland
and Ireland had more in common than their mundane counterparts.
Although, some Confluxes did garrison their own levies and in-fighting
certainly existed and still exists to this day. The British Guardians are
virtually powerless to deal with it other than enforcing the “Tradition
of the Domain”.
Once Guardians are sworn in by the Guardian Order, it is expected
of them to join the rank-and-file of the Conflux Guardians throughout
Britian if they want to operate in the region. They are then attached
to a company and recieve formal training. Collectively these Guardians
are known simply as the British Guardians, but perhaps more correctly,
they should be referred to as British Conflux Guardians, as they are, in
general, attached to a Conflux. This structure doesn’t stop non-Conflux
Guardians from roaming and trying to dispense their own justice, though
they have a much harder time of it in the Biritsh Confluxes.

Organisational Stucture

s with confluxes, there is no “one-size-fits-all” rule with the
organisational structure of the Conflux Guardians of Britian.
Structures vary in size, structure and name throughout Britain
and in this text we give merely an overview.

A

The smallest structure in the British Guardians is a “Band”, this can be
anywhere from 1-20 Guardians attached to a Conflux. This unit is the
backbone of the force and larger structures are made up of numbers
23

of Bands. Guardians typically train as part of a Band and are sent out
in groups, known as squads, to police the conflux in which they are
stationed. They are taught the laws and rules of the Conflux and are
sworn to uphold them, no matter how different they may be from
what they’re used to.
A “Company” is a cross-conflux formation made from 2-8 Bands. Company level training takes place less frequently. These days Companies
rarely form together as a unit and it largely just supports the rank
structure and trickle down of information from the top. They may
be brought in to cover large gatherings in a conflux and for groups of
smaller Confluxes with small Bands, a “Company” may be useful for the
allocation of resources. Most Companies contain an independant Band
that dispenses justice throughout the Company’s jurisdiction and attempts to stop “border-hopping” fugitives, though it’s not always well
recieved. These Bands are known as “Company Bands”.
A “Corps” is a specialist Company that does not sit within a Battle.
Its Guardians have specialities in particular areas of magic, such as the
Alchemists Corps - experts in potions and brews. It is not uncommon
for a member of a “Corps” to be attached to a Company or Band.
A “Battle” is made of 2-8 Companies and can cover 5-50 Confluxes.
The largest Battle in Britian is the Welsh Battle. As with Companies,
Battles have independant Bands such as HQ and Healing Bands.
Each unit has its own traditions and nuances, as a result the British
Guardians has its own culture which it is proud of. As with any organisation it has its own problems with rogues and abusers of the system.
When the “higher-ups” from Companies and Battles get involved with
Conflux politics and justice, it is rarely well received, however it also
serves as a body for the British Confluxes to unite around. As a result
24

Britian is probably one of the most cohesive collection of confluxes but
also one of the most isolated.

Rank Structure

25

he rank names and symbols can change depending on the unit.
Some may have extra ranks, however the vast majority follow
a similar vein. Enlisted Guardians are Guardians sworn in by the
order. They still must achieve their rank after joining and wear a blank
rank slide until they complete their basic training in their assigned conflux. For the rank of Sheriff and above they will typically be second in
command of a unit, alongside an officer.

T

Officers must attend a selection board and a further academy to gain
their commission. The selection board is a gruelling process of trials, interviews, and written tests. Guardians are usually highly capable witches already but officers must be capable of taking that training a step
further; well-learned in the laws accross all of the British Confluxes and
well-equipped in the field to deal with all manner of problems. As such,
achieving an Officer’s rank is a high honour. It is extremely rare to see
even a Thane; they lead from the rear dealing with policy, the welfare
of enlisted Guardians, and high profile cases. Enlisted guardians do most
of the dirty work.

26

Transportation in Europe

27

The Simplest Method: Mundane Travel
here are various options for Witches who need to travel from
one place to another, the most simple of them being the methods offered by the Mundane world: planes, trains, cars, bicycles,
horses, boats and the like. Although they are slow, noisy, often polluting and prone to delay, they have the distinct advantage of being safe
to use. Travelling by these methods is not going to break any of the
Traditions. However, there are times when you need to get somewhere
in a hurry, and of course there is the matter of entering Confluxes or
moving from one Conflux to another without passing through the mundane world. Let us look at a few of the options available.

T

Teleportation

eleportation is a snappy way of getting you from where you
are to a place where you have been before. It takes a bit of
preparation and lots of locations are partially or completely
protected against teleportation. Bouncing off a teleport protection can
leave a Witch with unpleasant bruises in unusual places, or worse. It
should only be used for going to locations you have previously visited
and where you know you are welcome and expected. Most educational
facilities have protection against teleportation in and out. It is quite
unreliable over great distances; the longer the distance, the more likely
it is that something goes wrong and you might leave a part of yourself behind on the way. Teleportation spells can not be used on other
people or living entities.

T
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Magic Circles
ncient Witches built a transportation system that stretches
across most of Europe, utilizing the ley lines that connect places of power within the Confluxes. Stepping into a stone circle
in Scotland will enable you to step out of a cave in Southern France,
for instance. Most locations of ritual magic are interconnected, so one
could get from Stonehenge to Bothwell in a few blinks of an eye. The
magic circles can be used for transporting living beings or small items of
transport such as bikes. Unfortunately, there seem to be no connected circles outside of Europe and parts of North Africa, and the magic
circles tend not to move, making it a somewhat inflexible system. Add
to this that some Confluxes have strange laws pertaining to resident
magical circles or exorbitant rates to using them.

A

Runic Bridges

unic bridges are by far the most fashionable method of point
to point transport in the European Confluxes. It requires a
Witch at either end of the ‘bridge’ to inscribe a simple magic
circle and cast the requisite spell. This creates a direct pathway through
metaphorical space that the Witch can pass through. A runic bridge has
the added benefit of being easily usable in the mundane world because
it will appear to those without Hexblood with a rational explanation.
For example: a Witch crossing a runic bridge that ends in the middle
of a crowded market square will appear to have walked across the
square rather than simply materialising in the middle of it. Runic bridges
can also be used on mundane methods of transportation, such as to
guarantee the safe passage of boat across a stormy sea or allowing the
moving of a truck from one place to another.

R
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The downsides of the runic bridges are that you need a Witch to open
them at both ends, and that the effect is not instantaneous. The advantage is that it can cross vast distances and will not break the Traditions. Modern Witches have found that the internet is a great help
in scheduling runic bridges.
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Magical Beasts & Creatures
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Werewolves

Lycanthropy and its Spread

ycanthropy is a horrifying disease to many - a way of life for
a few outcasts. It is spread through the bite and saliva of a
mature werewolf - though such a bite often incurs extremely
painful death before the Lycanthropy has a chance to lodge itself in
the victim. There are stories of people who are born as werewolves
- although most magical scholars dismiss this as the fanciful tales of
werewolf dynasties attempting to re-brand themselves in the public
consciousness. To most Witches, it is quite clear that Lycanthropy is
only spread through the bite.

L

Lycanthropy has the potential to incur in its victims a frenzy come full
moon. The beast takes over and gorges itself on anything it can get its
claws on. Most new lycanthropes are created this way - from the few
individuals lucky (or unlucky) enough to survive the bite. The peculiar
thing about this is that it does not happen on every full moon - indeed, while it is easier to change shapes (which werewolves can do on
any other night as well, but with more difficulty) most full moons do
not bring the lunacy - but when they do it’s a sight to behold.
Werewolves are killing machines, tanks of muscle and fur and claws.
Their only known weakness is silver - even touching silver burns their
skin as if it was acid. Silver weaponry cuts through werewolves as a
hot knife through butter. There is also evidence that werewolves are
repulsed by belladonna.
There is only one way to permanently stave off the frenzy that comes
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with the moon-lunacy, and it is through the administering of Liquid Silver, once every night before the full moon. This is an effective remedy,
although it is exceedingly uncomfortable for the patient in question many report a sort of hollow, sinking feeling in their guts. There is also
evidence to suggest that this dramatically lowers length and quality of
life, with depressions and early deaths quite common for users of Liquid
Silver. Still, to many it is preferable to the uncertainty.

Anti-Werewolf Sentiment

rejudices die hard, and in most Confluxes werewolves are unwelcome to say the least. Even though lunacies are so rare,
they are so frightening to behold that they tend to scar a
populace for many decades. Therefore, even in the Confluxes that are
more open to werewolf citizens, werewolves tend to keep their nature
to themselves, hidden from their neighbours. Many who are found out
are subjected to extreme displays of bigotry and public scrutiny.

P

Wolf-Blooded Dynasties

ome (usually old-blood) Hexborn dynasties have a history of Lycanthropy in the family. These so-called “wolf-blooded” families
build up a big part of their identity around being associated
with werewolves. Wolf-blooded dynasties usually claim that theirs is a
special kind of Lycanthropy which runs through the blood and was not
in fact incurred through the bite. Since most magical scholars agree that
Lycanthropy is spread only through infection, these families are considered eccentric at best and abusive at worst - subjecting their own
children to infection to keep up a facade of uniqueness.

S
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Wolf-Blooded dynasties tend to be a rural affair - more common in the
less-populated Confluxes on the margins of Mundane society. Age-old
mansions and manor houses displaying heraldry bearing proud wolves dot
the landscape of the magical world. Some of these families claim origins
before the signing of the Treaty of Avalon in 1490, and consequently
almost all of them claim to be the purest kind of Hexborn while being
simultaneously “blessed” by the wolf-blood. Quite a few active Confluxes have attempted action against the practices of the wolf-blooded, so
they seek out these pockets of quiet and dormancy.
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Vampires

Notable Sentient Creatures

ampires are a curious bunch. Most consider them to have a sort
of condition - exactly like the werewolves do - although the
exact nature of said condition is somewhat more controversial.
In all the ways that the affliction of Lycanthropy is extroverted and
loud, the affliction of vampirism is introverted and quiet - it seems to
infuse the vampires with a need to hide and to be overlooked. It is a
most curious thing indeed.
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It might have something to do with the truly massive and absurd set
of weaknesses that seem to befall vampires. Inability to cross running
water, aversions to religious symbols, religious rituals, and wooden points,
an antipathy towards silver, existential threat from fire and sunlight. Few
vampires display all of these weaknesses at once - indeed, it seems to
be quite random which weaknesses they do display. Though there does
seem to be a correlation between the weaknesses they will display and
the weaknesses of their creator. Witch vampires do not lose their ability
to do magic, but it has been known to “fade” slightly - leaving them
less powerful than before.
The only thing all vampires have in common is their need for blood.
Vampires are theoretically ever living - or ever-dead. At least no one
has seen a vampire die of natural causes, nor has anyone observed a
vampire with a pulse or functional intestines. This reliance on blood and
their disturbing nature has caused many Confluxes to dismiss them as
little more than parasitic undead vermin, although other Confluxes re35

main much more open-minded in regards to the vampires in their midst.
Vampire acceptance movements, while less visible than werewolf-acceptance movements, have started to come into vogue in some of the
communities that dot the Old World.

Ghosts

hether ghosts can really be said to be sentient is a point of
contention, but nonetheless they’re a very prominent presence
in the European Confluxes. Few scholars understand exactly
how a ghost comes into being, but it is known that most ghosts are
created in one of two ways. Either they’re forced into being by the
use of highly dangerous and Tradition-breaking use of Necromantic Invocation, or they manifest spontaneously in the wake of a Witch dying.
Mundane ghosts are known to exist, but they’re somewhat rarer than
the ghosts that result from dead Witches. Ghosts tend to continue
doing whatever it was they did before they died. Consequently, there
are plenty of ghost librarians, teachers, and bureaucrats in the magical
world. At institutes of magic learning - such as Bothwell School of
Witchcraft - ghosts are particularly common for whatever reason.
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Goblinoids

urope is home to a myriad of goblin species and sub-species, and
all of them together are known as goblinoids. Everything from
the pleasant and provincial Nisse to the often feral Bugbear to
the psychotic and terrifying Redcap. The majority of goblin sub-species
live in the wild near Confluxes, and while some like the aforementioned
Nisse are almost always at least half-civilized and able to interact with
human beings, quite a few are considered little more than savages even
though they have a rich culture and history of their own. Goblins of all
kinds tend to organize into tribes, excepting the solitary loners. Goblins

E
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who live among Witches and perform a symbiotic function are sometimes said to have been “hobbed”, and are consequently known as hobgoblins. There’s no real physical, biological difference between a goblin
and a hobgoblin of the same species - it is a purely cultural distinction
based on how well they respond to human interactions. Tribes of such
hobgoblins inhabit mansions owned by prominent Hexborn dynasties and
institutes of learning in equal measure. Make no mistake however - goblins are not servants or slaves, they are symbiotes. They only work when
they see a benefit to it.

Merfolk

erfolk can occupy bodies of water of varying sizes, from vast
underwater cities in the ocean to small communities in large
rivers or lakes. There are two kinds of merfolk; salt water and
fresh water. The salt water dwelling merfolk are much larger than their
fresh water counterparts. As with humans they have their own different languages and culture throughout the globe. Due to possessing
gills, they can have a hard time communicating in any tongue known to
humans, but it is still possible.
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In general merfolk are indifferent to occurrences on the surface, but the
industrialisation of the mundanes has meant that many of their habitats
have been destroyed. Consequently, this has polarised the population.
Some are highly territorial and hunt any surface dwellers unlucky enough
to enter their body of water. Others rely on the help of Witches to
survive. The merfolk are proud beings and often if they rely on help
from witches they do their best to give something in return. A trade
is much better than requiring support.
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Fauns or Satyrs
auns are often mistaken for being half-human, half-goat. While
this may seem like a sensible way to describe the physcial appearance of a Faun, saying as much to one is a sure way to
find yourself a pin cushion for arrows. Fauns are their own species and
consider themselves completely different to humans, certainly not “half ”
of one.
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Fauns are typically playful creatures. They will often lead a traveller the
wrong way only so they must stay and drink with them. Fauns are renowned for their wines and mead, any tavern worth its salt will stock
some of the finer Faunish stuff. However, their history hasn’t always
been as tricksters and drinkers. They’ve also been involved in many a
war; not for many centuries now, but most Fauns keep up their bow
practice and it’s rare that any human can out-shoot a Faun.

Trolls

rolls are barely sentient, they are lumbering slow-witted beasts.
They can talk, however, and have their own tribes and languages. Trolls come in many shapes and sizes; from the mountainous hill-tribe Trolls of the Alpes to the bog trolls in the marshes of
Dartmoor. If you live long enough to be able to talk to one, they can
be relatively peaceful neighbours. There are examples throughout the
Confluxes of trolls trading with local witch communities.
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Troll’s milk is also a highly valued commodity. It’s an excellent catalyst
and bonding agent in alchemy and, as such, most alchemists will carry
a vial or two. However, the quantities required and the difficulty in
obtaining the substance make it highly expensive.
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Minotaurs
inotaurs often exist in herds. They do not stay long in one
place and care little for the laws of human witches. This makes
containing them and their existance a constant struggle for
the Guardian Order. Minotaurs have been gifted great reserves where
they’re free to roam, and for the most part, they keep to this deal.
It is made more difficult due to hunters, as Minotaur horn (and other
appendages) has many magical properties, highly sought after on the
black market.
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Minotaurs are, for the most part, peaceful. However, they’re quick to
anger and use their own ancestral magic combined with large weapons to fend off would-be attackers. If a minotaur so much as smells
something wrong, they will attack. They’re resistant to magic and once
they’re enraged it can be difficult to calm them down. As such, it’s
fairly common for any confrontation to only end with a death.

Fairies and Faes

here are hundreds of different kinds of fairies. Typically they’re
associated with some form of nature; most commonly elemental
or seasonal. Their appearances can be fleeting and they are often aloof to human concerns. Like Fauns, they have been known to use
the bow as weapon and amongst mundanes their flint arrowheads are
known as “elf-shot”. There is often no need for Fairies to use physical
weapons, however, as they possess a powerful magic far beyond that
of any witch. Their magic is typically associated with the season or
element of that type of fairie. They are also proficient in mind magic
and encounters with fairies are simply forgotten.

T
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A Dying Race

Gnomes

Gnomes are mostly found throughout Europe. Their race was brought
to near extinction and it is now uncommon to find Gnomes in the
vast forests and valleys where they used to live. Gnomes are friendly
creatures and they hate confrontation. They are charitable by nature
and are predisposed to help those in need. Their stories echo all over
the globe from helping tired cobblers to helping lost travellers. Despite
their gentle nature they also possess powerful magic and are an extremely dignified race. They’re not always so affable, but their preferred
method of revenge is through tricks and guile. Crossing a gnome can
end up with a witch alienating their friends and family through a series
of mishaps orchestrated by a malevolent gnome.

The Castle Gnomes of Bothwell

Bothwell is home to a drove of Gnomes who live in the vast forests
of the grounds. The gnomes owe a debt to a descendant of one of
the school’s founders; Gertrude Tabwen, who ended a long standing
war between the Gnomes and Trolls of the Welsh valleys, saved them
from near eradication, brought them to the school, and placed them
under its protection.
Since then, gnomes have witnessed the wiping out of its people and
are grateful for the protection of Bothwell, despite some insolence of
its many students. In return they form the main body of “staff ” at the
castle, dealing with students’ requests and professors’ errands.
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Sport & Pastimes
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Professional Duelling

A Game of Skill and Fortitude

uelling is a great many things to the many and varied societies
that make up the European Confluxes, but first and foremost
it is a popular thing. Professional Duelling is perhaps the foremost sport in all of the Confluxes - rivalled only by the Beautiful Game
of Fireball Dragon. Professional Duelling is a thing that demands peak
physical condition and a keen mind coupled with razor-sharp wits - one
must be cut well above the norm to even dream of competing at the
level Professional Duellists are at.

D

Unlike Fireball Dragon, Professional Duelling is not a team sport. Indeed,
competitors are entirely on their own save for the odd tag-team match
which pitches teams of two duellists against each other. Professional
Duellists are known to be some of the most well-trained and knowledgeable individuals when it comes to the practical applications of
combat magic - save particularly elite Combat Guardians (who tend to
work better in teams).

A Game of Idols and Personalities

rofessional Duelling is also a sport that gives rise to more than
a few cults of personality and rather rabid fandoms. Many of
the most prominent magical newspapers have sections devoted to keeping tabs on games, and exposés as well as interviews with
top-duellists are not altogether uncommon. Wands of a specific make
are sold and Confluxes gain and lose their inter-Conflux prestige based
upon the wins and losses of prominent Professional Duellists who make
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use of said wand or hail from said Confluxes - it is serious business to
many!
Like with particularly prominent Fireball Dragon players, Professional
Duellists are often ripe for hero-worship and inter-Conflux fame. More
than a few makers of artefacts - mass produced and handcrafted in
equal measure - have tried to court the favour of this or that Professional Duellist, and they rarely lack for much if they’re willing to take
such deals. All the young Witches hear that their favourite duelist uses
this or that brand of potion bottles and soon enough you’ll see that
particular brand sold out come start of school term.
After all, if it’s good enough for the foremost practitioners of combat
magic, it should be marvellous, right?

The Pan-European Duelling League

here are many local tournaments and leagues dedicated to Professional Duelling in the Old World, each of them promising
prizes of differing values - everything from enchanted artefacts
to mere gold or silver in appropriate sums. A Professional Duellist with
enough skill can subsist on these winnings - and indeed that’s how most
of the full-time Professional Duellists make their living, buoyed by sponsorships and donations from rich fans.
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The true peak of Professional Duelling is found in the Pan-European
Duelling League, which holds tournaments twice a year. To even enter
this league, one must be the reigning champion of at least one other
league recognised by it. Consequently, many top Professional Duellists
try to make sure they’re always the reigning champions of at least two
or three local or regional leagues, since one automatically loses one’s
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place in the rankings of the Pan-European Duelling League should one
lose the eligibility to compete in it.
The Pan-European Duelling Tournament, whether it is the spring or autumn variants, draws tens of thousands of Witches from near and far
for three days of merriment and excitement. The stands are packed
with people rooting for their own personal hero and the drama as
well as tempers run high. People train their entire lives to be among
the three highest-scoring individuals at these tournaments - competing
in the categories of Skill, Endurance, Flair, Showmanship, and Ingenuity.
Each of these disciplines are a pillar of Professional Duelling.
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The Beautiful Game

Fireball Dragon

othing is quite as invigorating as standing shoulder to shoulder
with supporters of the same Fireball Dragon team. There is a
spirit of teamwork and togetherness that infuses this fantastic
game - a game that for good reason is usually known simply as The
Beautiful Game. Fireball Dragon competes only with Professional Duelling
for the hearts and mind of the European Witches, and while Professional Duelling does well in its capacity as a display of individual skill and
cunning, Fireball Dragon is a team game in the truest sense of the word.
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The life of a professional Fireball Dragon player is a tough one, but one
full of glory and privilege in most Confluxes. Teams train together, and
often live together too, just to get more training in. It’s important to
train, after all, when some of the balls on the pitch are quite literally
on fire. Luckily for the aspiring college-Fireball player, the balls used at
school games are rarely if ever enchanted to immolate.
While the larger-than-life talents are the ones who sell tickets, the
truth that any good coach knows is that ego is often more hurtful
than it is helpful. As such, most professional Fireball Dragon teams try
to make sure only to employ a single spotlight-stealing player. It’s good
to have a little bit of showmanship and heroism in the game - but the
majority of the team still have to be team players first and foremost,
and those things mix badly.
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A Truly European Phenomena
nother thing that sets Fireball Dragon apart from Professional
Duelling is its strong association with the Old World. Sure, Professional Duelling is popular - but it is also known to take place
outside of Europe. Fireball Dragon, on the other hand, is an entirely
European phenomena, and Witches from the New World Magimundi are
known to shake their head in disbelief at the appeal of “that weird
game”. This is but one of the many ways in which the cultures of the
European Confluxes an the New World Magimundi differ.
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The Grand Fireball Dragon League

t should come as no surprise that a game as popular as Fireball
Dragon inspires many local leagues and championships. Almost
every magical institution of learning has its own house rules and
special versions of the game - and Bothwell School of Witchcraft is no
exception. Many of those who play Fireball Dragon during their school
years aspire to play it professionally - although certainly not everyone.
Even still, of the ones who do aspire for the professional leagues, only
a small segment ever get far.
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And of that segment, an even smaller segment ever have the chance
of playing in the Grand Fireball Dragon League, the most prestigious of
all the European leagues. Excelling in the Grand Fireball Dragon League
is considered akin to being one of the best teams in the Old World,
and many teams train day and night to even have a shot at it. Consequently, the victors in the Grand Championship (which is held once
every two years) are considered the creme de la creme among all Fireball
Dragon players. It’s a glory that few Confluxes can stomach seeing pass
to their rivals. It’s a huge deal.
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Fireball Dragon: The Rules

FIreball Dragon: A game of Legend

s long as anyone can remember witches across Europe have
competed in fierce battles of fireball dragon. A game which
combines magical finesse and physical prowess, where two teams
go toe to toe with the objective of striking each other with magical
fireballs, while protecting precious dragon eggs.

A

Over the years the game has changed and many different versions have
arisen, in most confluxes they have deemed the game too dangerous to
play with actual dragon eggs, not because the game itself is dangerous,
but because of the repercussions from the protective mothers.
In most regions the game is now played solely with fireballs, but there
are places that are playing with artificial eggs (and a few even stick to
the old traditions).

Game Objective

ireball dragon is a heated battle of wits and physical prowess, in
which each team tries to wound all of the other team’s players
by hitting them with fireballs. It’s a little bit like magical dodgeball. The game ends after three rounds of play, and the team with the
most points is declared the winner.

F
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The Field

The Fireball field is separated into three areas; the Nest, the Spirit
Zone, and the Limbo Zone.
The Nest

The Nest is the main area of play for the game. If you are hit by a
fireball in the nest area and fail to catch it before it hits the ground,
you are injured and must evacuate to the Spirit Zone. If you touch the
ground outside the Nest Zone at any given time, you must immediately go to the spirit zone. In the nest areas there can be up to, but
no more than, two barriers on either side of the field in randomly set
locations for players to shield themselves behind. The location of the
barriers may be changed between games or sets, but never during a
match (unless the barrier explodes, as explained next).
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Fire Runes imbedded within these barriers prevents any player from
shielding themselves behind a barrier for more than five seconds. If one
lingers behind a barrier for longer than five seconds, the barrier will explode, injuring the player behind it and destroying the barrier, removing
it from play.
The Sprit Zone

The Spirit Zone is where all injured players report to. While in the Spirit
Zone, injured players will attempt to catch an out-of-bounds fireball
so they can attempt to throw it at a member of the opposing team.
If the injured player succeeds in hitting an opposing player, they must
return to their respective nest and the player they hit is now injured.
When returning to the field, players must start from the back of the
Nest area. Spirit Guardians follow similar rules, but they do not have
to return to the Nest area if they hit a player.
The Limbo Zone

The Limbo zone is all area outside the Nest and Spirit zones. Injured
players and Spirit Guardians may chase after fireballs that enter this
area, but they CANNOT throw the fireballs until they return to the
Spirit Zone.

Rounds of play

round begins with six players on each team: five players in
their Nest, and one Spirit Guardian player in their Spirit Zone.
Potentially the game can be played with teams of 5 people,
where each team starts with one less player in the nest area. It is not
recommended to play with less than five players on each team.
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The round ends when all players on one team are injured and their
nest is empty or eight minutes have elapsed. If the time expires, both
teams count points.
The referee is responsible for keeping time and making sure that everyone starts in the right positions.

Points

oints are awarded based on the number of active players each
team has in their Nest at the end of a round.
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The referee is responsible for counting points.

Winning the game

he winner of the match is the team which wins two rounds,
even though a team wins the first two rounds, all three rounds
are played. Points are counted for tiebreakers.

T

Team Positions

Rooks—4 players
Rooks, or ‘Runners’ as they are sometimes called, are the main force of
the team. Rooks typically play offensively, charging for the fireballs and
not hesitating to take a hit for strategic reasons.
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Egg Keeper—1 player
Egg Keepers are tasked with protecting a dragon egg. Keepers have the
ability to block fireballs with the dragon egg. Dragon eggs count for
three points towards the final score of the game, but only if the
eggs are in the hands of a Keeper on the field, so Keepers typically
play defensively. If a Keeper is injured, they MUST leave the dragon egg
where they were hit on the field. If the Keeper hits an opposing player
from the spirit zone, they return to the back of their nest and must
retrieve their egg as soon as possible. ONLY KEEPERS MAY TOUCH
THE DRAGON EGGS.
Spirit Guardian—1 player
The Spirit Guardians are the star players of the team. They reside
strictly in the Spirit Zone, chasing out-of-bounds fireballs and throwing
them at the opposing team. Spirit guardians cannot be injured if hit
with a fireball as they are already in the Spirit Zone. If a Spirit Guardian
steps into the nest area accidentally or intentionally, they must take up
the role of Rook and CANNOT return to being a Spirit Guardian for
the rest of the round. Spirit Guardians count two points towards the
final score unless they become a Rook.
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Fireballs
There are a total of three fireballs in play.
• Players are allowed to throw fireballs any way they want.
• Players cannot hold more than one fireball.
• Hitting another player with a fireball, who is in their nest area
causes that player to become injured.
• When a player holding a fireball is wounded, they have to place the
fireball they hold at their feet, then immediately make their way
to their Spirit Zone (without passing through the enemies nest).
• Fireballs CANNOT be used to block other fireballs.
• A player CANNOT hold on to a fireball for more than five seconds at a time, or the fireball explodes and injures the holder. If
the holder is already injured, the fireball must be handed to a rival
team’s injured player or Spirit Guardian.
• Players can pass fireballs to one another, whereever they are on
the field. This means Rooks can pass to injured players and Spirit
Guardians and vice-versa.
• If a player is hit by a fireball, but catches it before it hits the
ground, they are not injured. The energy of the fireball has been
absorbed by the catch. However, failing to catch a fireball that hits
you will injure you, even if it is thrown by your own team mate.
CATCHING A FIREBALL DOES NOT INJURE THE THROWER.
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Bothwell School of
Witchcraft
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School Background
he story behind Bothwell School of Witchcraft begins in late
16th Century England during the height of the persecution of
witches. Many high-profile witch trials took place throughout
Europe, and indeed the New World of America, during the early modern period. Many resulted in the burning of the accused witches at the
stake. In Britain, the advent of King James VI of Scotland (later James
I of England) saw an increase in these brutal trials.
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The most notable of this time was the North Berwick Witch Trials in
1590. King James had just married his new wife, Princess Anne of Denmark. During his return voyage he experienced extreme storms, forcing
the Scottish and Danish fleet to moor in Norway for weeks while the
weather abated. The Admiral of the Danish fleet claimed the storms
were caused by witches in Denmark whom he had angered. Upon hearing of the successful trial of the witches in Denmark, and their subsequent fiery execution, James VI launched his own investigation into the
presence of witchcraft in his own court, as many Scottish nobles were
implicated in the Danish trials.
Hundreds of people were implicated in the hearings and suspected of
witchcraft. Many of the accusations were extracted from a maid, who
was caught by her master sneaking out during the night and using her
healing powers. Under torture she confessed to being a witch and gave
the names of other witches she knew. One of those implicated was
Francis Stewart, the 5th Earl of Bothwell. Previously, he had been tried
for treason for a rebellion he had instigated against King James, but his
sentencing was deferred. However, upon being named as a witch, Bothwell was immediately arrested and charged with high treason for using
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sorcery to bring about the King’s death.
Sir Francis managed to escape Holyrood House and fled persecution,
while the others implicated were horrifically tortured and confessed to
being witches. At the King’s command, they were strangled and burnt
alive. Many warrants were issued for the apprehension of Bothwell, but
he evaded capture. He managed to smuggle himself back into Holyrood
and ‘convinced’ the King to pardon him and return his estates, however, when his charms wore off the King later revoked this pardon and
forced Bothwell into exile. After fleeing to England and initially receiving
a warm welcome, calls for his arrest were later echoed by the English
Crown of the time, Queen Elizabeth I. This forced him to retreat further into Europe. Non-magic folk believe Bothwell later died in poverty
in Naples, but the students of magic at Bothwell School of Witchcraft
know a much different story about their founder...
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Bothwell: A Sanctuary
rancis Stewart had backing in England from those who supported his rebellion against King James VI. During his trial, Francis
regularly transported himself to one of his patrons’ castles in
England; a major factor in why he was able to escape capture so easily. Initially his plan was to use a mind-altering charm on the King to
grant him a full pardon so he could return peacefully to his estates in
Scotland. While originally successful, Francis was forced to retreat again
when the effect of his charm wore off and the King immediately revoked his exoneration. Using magical misdirection and cunning, Francis
managed to convince the Crowns of both Scotland and England that
he had fled to Europe.
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After grabbing what he could from his lands in Scotland, Francis Stewart was forced to settle in England to hide from the Crown. He placed
many charms and spells on the castle he took refuge in so it wouldn’t
be seen by non-magic folk. Here he decided to devote the rest of his
life to cultivating his penchant for magic and wrote many books on the
subject.
However, in 1603, ten years after the horrific Berwick Witch Trials,
Queen Elizabeth I died and left no heir to the throne of England. The
Queen’s right hand man, Robert Cecil, had secretly been keeping correspondence with James during the Queen’s twilight years. On the day
of her death, James VI of Scotland was immediately declared the new
King of England, becoming James I; King of England, Scotland and Wales.
James’ obsession with the persecution of Witches had become fiercer
over the years. After the Berwick Trials he wrote “Daemonologie”, a
work which denounced Witches as servants of the devil and promoted
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the practice of witch hunting.
Fearing these practices would soon become more prevalent in his new
home of England, Francis felt compelled to seek out other magic folk
and bring them to his castle. He set up the Bothwell Sanctuary for
Witches and Sorcerers, using his previous title to name the sanctuary
as a mockery to his exile. This proved a difficult mission as those who
were gifted often hid their talents or wouldn’t dare speak of their
abilities in public. Francis was forced to use stories and rumours to
hunt down witches before the angry mobs did. He transfigured himself
into the form of his familiar, a fox, in order to hide himself from the
public. As he gathered followers, he was able to teach others the art
of shapeshifting and used their help to sweep the nation and rescue
those that he could, fearing they would become subject to the same
gruesome torture of his fellows in Scotland. Up and down the country
the King’s own guard of witch hunters tried to capture this mysterious
fox “daemon” but Francis always managed to escape.
Francis taught all those at the sanctuary to use their magical abilities,
using the knowledge he had gained himself while studying the art over
the years. He also provided them with a home in the castle where they
could be themselves, secure from the King’s elite witch hunters, who
often used crude magic themselves to trick those with magical abilities
into revealing themselves. After just a few years, many of his students
developed their own specialisms in magic and devoted themselves to
their chosen arts, developing original spells and literary works. Using their
combined talent and power, Stewart and his colleagues managed to
develop The Seeing Stones, whose purpose was to reveal those with
magical ability. The Seeing Stones made it much easier to sweep the
country and rescue those fearing prosecution under the reign of James
I. Francis Stewart then turned the sanctuary into the Bothwell School
of Witchcraft, inducting children deemed of age into his school each
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year, and teaching them to control their magical abilities. From there
the school grew into a center of magical excellence and forever a safe
haven for magic folk.
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The School Founders
he houses at the Bothwell School of Witchcraft are named for
some of the protectors of the school early in its conception.
Trained by Frances Stuart, they defended the castle while it
was still a sanctuary for young witches and wizards and helped to
fight injustices against their kind. To conceal themselves amongst the
non-magic folk, these brave witches transfigured themselves into the
form of animals; known to the ordinary people as ‘familiars’.

T

 he Civil War in Britain was pivotal in the relations between Witches
T
and the non-magic community. Charles I, son of James I, was much fairer on witches than his father. Witch burnings declined during his reign
and was seen by many of the common people as a witch sympathiser.
When the banners were raised in rebellion to the crown, many of the
witch hunter squads who had thrived under James I joined the “roundhead” rebels in direct opposition to the Crown. To defend their world,
the witch community found themselves on the side of the crown (the
“cavaliers”), who was desperate for their assistance. The houses of Bothwell School of Witchcraft are named for the 4 bravest witches, pivotal
in the defence of the crown, the school and the survival of their kind!
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House Boyeswick

Colours: Navy Blue, Gold
Motto: Fortis (Brave)
Common Traits: Loyal, Brave, Passionate, Adventerous
amed for Geoffry Boyeswick, known on the battlefield as simply ‘boye’. He fought closely with Prince Rupert in many battles
using the form of giant wolf-dog. Despite efforts to conceal
his talents he became notorious in the rebel “roundhead” camp as a
fearsome dog with magical abilities. Fighting more directly on the front
line, Boyeswick was an impressive warrior who used the cover of the
battlefield to take down the witch hunters on the roundhead side
along with anyone who got in his way. Members of Boyeswick house are
chosen for their bravery, loyalty, passion and adventurous spirit. They are
fiercely dedicated and will go to great lengths to defend their friends.
The colours for House Boyeswick are a deep blue and gold, representing
his loyalty and relationship with the crown. The motto is “Fortis” which
translates to Brave.

N
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House MacNewthorn

Colours: Crimson, Silver
Motto: Furtivus (Clandestine)
Common Traits: Ambitious, Creative, Introvorted, Hard Workers
he charms that disguise the castle are meant to keep out all
trespassers, magical or not. The only way to enter the castle
grounds is to use a closely guarded secret code. Montague
MacNewthorn, however, turned up alone at the gates of the castle,
entered freely and made his way directly into Frances Stuart’s study.
To this day, it is not known how he found the location and penetrated the powerful magic. Along with the other founders he aided the
crown in their effort against the rebels. Montague was chief spy for
the crown, however, he was often spotted courting the enemy in suspicious circumstances. He frequently spent long periods alone with the
King and had great influence over the King’s actions. Montague used the
form of the newt to spy on the rebels, where he could dash between
floorboards and cracks in the wall. To represent the high ambition and
silver tongue of Montague, the house colours are crimson and silver.
House Tabwen

T
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House Tabwen

Colours: Purple, Gold
Motto: Callidus (Cunning)
Common Traits: Cunning, Charming, Perceptive, Independent
lwenna Tabwen was clearly a powerful witch from a young
age. While still a child her parents abandoned her deep in the
woods for fear that she’d be lynched by the townsfolk, who
were already suspicious of the strange happenings around Olwenna. She
lived most of her life as a young woman out on a lake where she would
use her guile, beauty and charm to lure passing travellers. There are
many legends still today about “The Girl on Llyn y Fan Fach” or “The
Lady on the Lake”. Cunning and fierce, at the outbreak of Civil War
Olwenna protected the kings court from those who wished to infiltrate
the Crown. Her familiar was a black cat and she was personal body
guard to the Queen, giving her a high position in court and council to
the King and Queen. While independent souls, Tabwens can be quite
relaxed about life (and the rules) and their innate ability to tell what
someone’s thinking can make them a fine companion. The colours of
House Tabwen, purple and gold, characterise Olwenna’s high regard with
the crown using the colours associated with royalty.

O
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House Wisenforth

Colours: Emerald Green, Silver
Motto: Sapiens (Wise)
Common Traits: Wise, Optimistic, Strategic, Generous
he founder, Brianne Wisenforth, was a much older witch who,
before the Bothwell Sanctuary, spent her days in the vast
forests of Nottingham as a healer. Brianne used the form of
an owl to give council to the allies of the crown and flew messages
between camps. Wisenforth was a skilled diplomat; often her soothing
words would help keep feuding generals on the same side. Her sound
reasoning and strategy was crucial in many of the crown’s victories.
Wisenforths are known for their sharp wit and cool temperaments.
While a keen intellect is often associated with cynicism, Wisenforths
are generally optimistic and generous; their friends feel warmed by their
company. The emerald green and silver house colours embody Brianne’s
healing background and affinity with the earth. The motto “Sapiens”
means wise.

T
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